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Questions: 

- Ice, snow, or frost on the fuselage? Thin hoarfrost as long as ports & vents are clear. 
- Is there a HOT for anything over heavy snow? No. 
- 14mm of contaminant, can you go. Not recommended. 
- Contaminated RWY, can you takeoff with TO1, 38° assumed temp? With the assumed temp, NO. 
- A/C above & below 1000’ in various scenarios like on a CAT 3B and the RVR’s go below. 
- Above 1000’, A/T inop, what do you do? Continue if not CAT IIIB. 
- Above 1000’, RVR is below CAT II, what do you do? If doing a CAT II, go around, if doing CAT III, 

continue. 
- A/C below 1000’ on a CAT 3A and the RVR’s go below CAT 3A mins? Continue to DH and land if 

visual or go around if not. 
- A/C below 1000’ on a CAT 3B and the RVR’s go below CAT 3B mins? Continue and land. Visual 

reference not required for CAT 3B without a DH. With a DH though, go-around. 
- App lights inop, can u do a CAT3? Yes, just not a CAT2. Can’t do with a DH >50’. 
- One TOGA switch inop, can you do a CAT3B? No, downgrades to LAND 2 so can do a CAT3A. 
- FO’s AP disconnect SW inop? This one is very restrictive so you can’t do any LVO app. 
- Name one thing for long term ILS signal interference. AUTOPILOT EICAS, etc. 
- What are the FO calls on an autoland without the correct landing modes? No FLARE, RETARD, 

NO ROLLOUT 
- Is the destination alternate required to be above CAT 1 minima? Yes. Why? In case there is a 

system degrade not allowing for an LVO approach. 
- LVO X-wind limitations for: 

� USA? 15kts 
� Canada? 15kts 
� Australia? RVR below 200M, 10kts, otherwise, 15kts. 

 

Profile A: 

We were two FO’s so our takeoff was 600 RVR. Otherwise it would’ve been an LVO takeoff. Faced west 
on TWY B short of RWY 18 in AVV. There are no RWY hold short lights here so you don’t have to remind 
TWR to extinguish them. 5°C, EAI – ON for the after start flow but runup not required. RTO at about 
120kts which is 5kts shy of V1 due to a right engine failure. With two FO’s this gets a bit confusing but 
whoever notices the failure first calls it out. The left seat FO calls stop and executes the RTO while right 
seat FO suddenly assumes PM duties. It’s these PM duties that are evaluated but it’s best if the left seat 
FO does his stuff right too. PM calls “Speedbrakes up”, “70kts”, then “Stopping” to ATC. Left seat brings 
it to a stop, sets parking brake, “PARKING BRAKE SET” and immediately makes the PA: “ATTN, CREW AT 
STATIONS” twice, then go into confirming the failure and running the checklist for whatever caused the 
RTO.  
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Repo for a V1 cut (Right engine, no damage) off the same RWY. You have heaps of time to counter the 
yaw and settle it back on the centerline before “Rotate” is called. PU 8° in the 300 sim, 10° in the white 
300ER sim, and 11° in the Darth Vader 300ER sim. Don’t get slow and don’t get “Don’t sink”. It makes 
sense to take extra thrust after TH REF/VNAV SPD, no damage calls. Especially in the 300 sim. We 
continued on the JUSTY 1 SID and had the speeds and bank angles waved. ATC says after JUSTY, 
continue HDG 330°. 330 HDG preselected & remember to select HDG SEL upon reaching JUSTY. We 
continued right downwind on RV’s. Never got assigned a hold at BOLINDA. The landing data assessment 
works in the sim but it takes too long to comeback with the data. We didn’t get the thing until on final. 
It’s a 12000’ RWY so it’s not required but it is important to brief the planned exit. Later debriefed we 
don’t have to do it but if you have time, then why not? 

EO ILS X RWY 16 MML using the CAT2/3 plate but with CAT 1 vis of 600 RVR and to the ILS Z RWY 16 
minimums of 640’. No random failures. Don’t forget to call established, they always make you do that on 
these PC’s. EO MAP all automatic. Clean up, “CON thrust” then After TO Checklist. CLD D→ LAVER and 
hold. 110° inbound, right turns, 1 min legs. We were very close to LAVER. D→LAVER and build the hold 
quickly. ID the LAVER hold fix (D11ML). I use NEST for holds: (Navaid Entry Speed Talk/Time). Get WX, 
then setup the VOR 34 MML with the LAVER transition. CLD to exit the hold at LAVER, ↓3000’, CLD VOR 
34 approach from LAVER. It was not a problem getting VNAV PTH. Configure to flaps 5, once established 
on the published arc, and the hard altitudes at TONER, and D8 are checked, set 1900’ in the MCP ALT. 
The 760’ MDA is predicated on the use of DME with the table to the right. Brief the PM to call those out 
when possible down the approach. Broke out at about 1100’ MSL. This visual segment was offset but 
really was no problem handling. The left crosswind helps push you onto the extended centerline. Shut 
the autopilot and FD’s off well before the MDA, keeping it simple and stable. Land & stop on the RWY. 
PC not complete. 

On a PC with 2 FO’s, the FO in the right seat must be evaluated for PM duties on an LVO approach to 
AUTOLAND . It was a reposition for a CAT 3A ILS X RWY 16 MML. Not much to mess up here but wait! 
TWR instructs to go-around at minimums. The left seat FO is PF and as the right seat FO, just make sure 
to get on with the proper PM duties on the go-around. PC still not complete. 

Same right seat FO now does an approach to stall on the ILS Z RWY 16R SYD. AT arm switches both OFF, 
acknowledge the AIRSPEED LOW caution but continue slowing to follow the ILS. First one was with the 
AP engaged. If it doesn’t respond appropriately or rapidly enough, you disconnect the AP and manually 
fly it. We did one with the AP on the whole time. It pitches up too much so it takes forever to get the 
speed back to Vref. The next one we shut off the AP as soon as we got the stick shaker. Once you feel 
the shaker, max thrust, pitch down about -5°, and once the speed accelerates, reaching Vref, press 
TOGA and do a normal go around.  

The regulatory PC items keep coming. Now we do the ILS PRM Z RWY 16R SYD approach and breakout. 
Prior to the exercise you brief the approach by reading the ILS PRM page straight out of the QRH. On the 
ILS at about 1300’, this breakout was a right turn and a climb to 4000’. The PM is just as busy as the PF 
turning off the FD’s, setting the HDG, MCP ALT, turning the FD’s back on then selecting HDG SEL and 
FLCH. PF flies the plane manually but with the AT engaged, call the modes then put the AP back in. 
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Profile A PC complete! 

 

Profile B: 

On TWY B, again facing west at the HP now for RWY 16 MML. Engines are running so the ECL is all out of 
wack. Follow the list on the given plasticized sheet. While on the ground running through the FMS, it’s 
not a bad idea to put in the ILS Z RWY 18 approach for AVV without the TEMPL transition. If you select 
the TEMPL transition it will include the procedure hold. This could be bad if ATC later assigns you a hold 
at TEMPL because the TEMPL transition just uses the hold entry as a procedure turn to establish the 
inbound track for the approach. It then automatically exits the hold once passing TEMPL inbound 
whether you are ready for the approach and told to exit the hold or not. TEMPL is the hold for profile B 
specified in the PowerPoint brief so...  

ATC takeoff clearance: At 4DME, turn right HDG 230°, contact MEL APP 130.55 airborne. We preselected 
230°. RTO. ENG FAIL R at about 100kts. Bring it to a stop and make all the calls and PA’s like before. 
Repo, V1 cut, right engine failure no damage. As instructed, once airborne, switch from TWR to MEL APP 
and make the PAN PAN x 3 call. Don’t forget passing 4DME ML, to select HDG select to turn right HDG 
230°. Clean up, CON THR, ENG FAIL R checklist, select ENG OUT - VNAV page, After TO checklist, get WX. 
CLD D→ TEMPL to hold as published.  

About now the dreaded FUEL IMBALANCE EICAS appears. I’ve been debriefed on this every which way. 
We didn’t ignore it. We started the checklist but stopped when it got to checking for a leak. Checked 
TOT vs CALC on Prog pg 2 and which tank was hi and low. Then cleared the lower EICAS or whatever it’s 
called and cancelled the open FUEL IMBALANCE EICAS message. We were later debriefed that these 
logic checks were good but since we were still in the hold and not yet on the approach, it might’ve been 
a good idea to run the checklist. Classic! 

Eventually, you are ready for the approach so ATC clears you out of the HOLD and CLD ILS Z RWY 18 
AVV. EO ILS to MAP. It’s all automatic so no drama. Call for CON THR then call to run the FUEL 
IMBALANCE checklist to get the imbalance back to less than 2T. Eventually remember the After TO 
Checklist but if you don’t, no big deal. The ECL will always remind you. Get WX, set up the VOR 18 AVV. 
There’s 3 transitions, AV1, AV2, and something like D004K. ATC wanted us to take the approach from AV 
D11 so we selected the VOR RWY 18 with the 3rd transition, D004K, to get the extended centerline out to 
the D11 fix. RV’s for the VOR approach. Again getting VNAV PTH after the FLCH EO MAP was not a 
problem. Set MDA 520’ instead of 620’ because of the note at the bottom of the plate about receiving 
actual QNH. The breakout was around 1000’. The RWY is to the left 6°. It’s best to disconnect the AP 
early and line up with the extended centerline earlier rather than later. Land and roll to the end. TWR 
says exit A and that there’s a fire on your right side. Pull off and try to position the airplane 
perpendicular to the wind so you can evacuate upwind of the fire. Set parking brake, call it, then ATTN 
CREW AT STATIONS x 2, then the left seat calls for the Evacuation QRH checklist, the right seat reads it 
and both complete it together. PC not complete. 
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Repo for the right seat LVO PM duties. This time it’s just an AUTOLAND.  

Now the second FO gets the approach to stall in LDG configuration on ILS Z RWY 16R SYD. We just did 
one manually.  

This FO also gets a turn at the ILS PRM breakout, same SYD plate. Read the QRH page again for the brief. 
This time we are higher on the approach and it’s a descending breakout, right turn HDG 200°, ↓2100’. 
Remember to minimize descending breakouts to 1000 fpm. PC items complete. 

 

TRAINING 

We each did raw data handling for the training. Turns climbing and descending. We went to 45° bank on 
a few turns. Sim time was running tight so straight out of this we each did a straight in visual approach 
to SYD RWY 16R. We put the RW waypoint in the fix page. Added 7NM and 3NM rings which establish 
visual gates on the ND for gear down/flaps 20, and being fully configured, respectively. The T-VASI is on 
the right. If you see 4 dashes horizontally, you are on profile. If it looks like an upside down “T”, you are 
high. If it looks like a “T” you are low. If anything, it’s better to be a little bit low than too high for FDAP 
reasons. Landed and had to get out the sim. 

That’s it. 

All the best. 


